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Update to Batch Explorer 4.2
The world is moving fast, so is technology. As your automation specialist we
continue develop new features to improve our solutions. We believe that together
we can make a difference. To be sure your factory automation is future proof we inform you about the latest version of Batch Explorer.
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Why update Batch Explorer?
›

Improve efficiency of your feedmill/installation

›

Be ready for the future (smart factory)

›

Access new features

›

With minimal cost more result and future ready

Key features of Batch Explorer 4.2

New reporting platform

Order management

›

›

Batch Explorer 4 uses an up to date reporting

with a wizard or with one mouse-click

platform with improved performance and ease of use
with the possibility of self-service reporting.

Create production programs from (merged) orderliness

›

Easy order entry

Better overall performance

New contact management

›

›

Due to the usage of new platforms/techniques we’re
able to deliver better performance.

Better UI experience/ Usability
›

Better navigation, single page application

›

Search filters in every grid

›

Fewer steps required to execute operations

›

Tabbed browsing: multiple screens open at once

New panel applications

Manage multiple addresses, contacts and silo’s per
company

Extended user/user group management
›

Determine per screen what a group can see, modify
or execute

›

Determine per screen what a user can see, modify or
execute

Out loading management

›

Hand additives

›

Create out loadings from orders

›

Outloading

›

Plan loading of customer silo’s

›

Preparations

›

Plan loading of trucks

Standard interfacing possibilities
›

Out of the box importing and exporting capabilities
for: Products, Raw Materials, Formulas, Intakes, 		
Batches, Production Orders, Trips

Bagging module
›

Create bagging orders

›

Interface with bagging unit

›

Report of bagging orders available

›

Possibility to create customer specific plugins

›

Best Mix integration

Real-time change detection

›

New: error handling from the Batch Explorer UI

›

›

Extention: Out of the box importing and exporting for:
orders

Batch Explorer monitors changes to screen data and
informs the user to refresh

How do we update your software?
It’s important to minimalize downtime in order to update the
software. The following steps descripe how we update your
Automation.

In order to know which solution fits your
situation, we analyse which software and
hardware is installed. We check the installed
Win CC licenses, SCADA and hardware specs.

Analysing
We make a custom offer to update the
software (Batch explore 4.1) and hardware.
This personal offer describes how your
automation can be updated to the latest
requirements.

Advising

We understand the importancy of minimalize downtime, therefore the software will
be tested by simulation. Togehter we plan a
right moment to install the new software and
hardware.

Installation

Launch &
comissioning

After installation our software specialists
introduce the new features and help you
working with it. Toghter we plan a right
moment to launch the new version. You’re
ready to work with a future proof factory
automation!

Contact us for your personal offer!
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